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1904 LAGONDA TRICAR
LAGONDA TRICAR

LAGONDA

VEHICLE DETAILS

Year: 1904

1904 Lagonda Tricar

Chassis no:

Chassis number: TBA

Registration: OI 266

Registration number OI 266

Price: £130,000.00

Engine number 108

TRICAR

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION / SERVICE HISTORY

The Earliest known Lagonda to exist!!!
Vintage and Prestige Fine Motor Cars are proud to be offering this 1904
Lagonda Tricar for sale. This is a regular ‘London to Brighton’ Veteran
runner. A superb find and with a large provenance.
This Lagonda Tricar comes to us with an extensive history file and
documentation dating back to 1936. The Lagonda Tricar is ‘VCC’ dated
and also has a letter from Lagonda themselves, dated 1938, confirming
it to be of 1904 Origin. The Lagonda Tricar is in excellent overall
condition and comes with numerous bills for engine work and
restoration work over the years.
Major recent works have been carried out by done by F.J. Payne
engineering including fitting new pistons and valves. The Lagonda
Tricar, when discovered was owned for close to forty years by a pair of
brothers who were its custodians and indeed, ran it in the 1938 ‘London

to Brighton’ run and subsequently on many other runs.
The Lagonda tricycle is in superb running order and exhibits an
alarming turn of speed when pushed hard. This coupled with unfamiliar
controls lead us to suggest prudence being the better part of valor
when familiarizing oneself with the machine. Indeed a contemporary of
the brothers writes in 1936 of achieving 55MPH flat out on his example
and lapping Brooklands racing circuit at a timed 32MPH. Those were the
days!!!
Clearly of museum quality, this contraption is also of course London to
Brighton certified for those wishing to brave the elements on a run.
……………………………………..
FULL SCREEN VIEWING INSTRUCTIONS
To view the ‘Full Size’ images of this car, simply click the main image to
enlarge.
To reduce the images size, simply click the image again.
……………………………………..
Office 01375 379719
Richard Biddulph 07967 260673
Christoff Cowens 07772188037
We accept Credit/Debit Cards.
Part Exchange welcome.
Weekend & evening viewings OK.
Viewings by appointment :

Prestige House.
9 Globe Industrial Estate,
Grays, Essex, RM17 6ST
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